DAV PADMABATI PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAY PRACTICE ASSIGNMENT -2022-23
CLASS -- IX
ENGLISH
1. The story 'The Fun They Had' reflect the kind of
education we are moving into where there is no fun,
enjoyment and happiness in learning. Discuss with
reference to the text.
2. At every step of life, man has to make crucial decisions.
Keeping in mind Robert Frost's poem, ' The Road Not
Taken ', describe a peculiar situation where you took a
decision that changed the course of your life.
3. Explain the poetic devices: a) Simile
b) Metaphor
c) Personification
d) Irony
e) Repetition
f) Hyperbole
g) Allusion
h) Paradox
i) Onomatopoeia
j) Alliteration
k) Anaphora
l) Assonance
m)
Consonance
4. Make an e - collage on the Folk Dance forms of Odisha &
Maharashtra.
5. Revise the syllabus covered in the class till date.

ODIA
Ch - କକକକ କକକ କକକକ କକକକକକକ
Q.No - 23,27,29 କକକକ
କକକକକ କକକକ
Q.No - 9,12,15 କକକକ
Saralartha likhan q.no.21,22 କକକକ
Project- କକକକକକକକ କକକକକ କକକକକକକ
HINDI

MATH

SCIENCE
Do the exercise of the chapter fundamental unit of life and
matter in our surrounding.
Do the NCERT exampler of the chapter fundamental unit
of life and matter in our surrounding
Make a PPT on all the cell organelle.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
HISTORY
1.Explain the terms
 Livers
 Feudal
 Old Regime
 Taille
 Subsistence crisis
 Estates General
 Manor
 Chateau
 Tithes
 Convent
 Treason
 Guillotine
2.Paste political symbols of France.
3.Describe the circumstances leading to the outbreak of
revolutionary protest in France.
Democratic Politics
Ch-1
* Explain the term democracy.
* Write the features of democracy.
* Arguments against the democracy.
* Arguments for the democracy.

Geography
Ch-1
* Explain the terms
1. Longitude
2. Latitude
3. Tropic of cancer
4. Coastline
5. Fold mountains
6. Standard meridian
7. Indian Standard Time
* Read the chapter
* Complete the exercise
Economic
Ch-1
* Read the chapter
* Write the factors of the organisation of production
* Write a note on Green Revolution.

********

DAV PADMABATI PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAY PRACTICE ASSIGNMENT 2022-23
CLASS -- X
ENGLISH
1. Do you believe in the existence of GOD? Give reasons
on the basis of the lesson “A LETTER TO GOD. “
2. Make an e - collage on apartheid system in South Africa.
3.Have you ever had a similar experience where your
parents encouraged you to do something that you were
too scared to try? Write a paragraph with the context “HIS
FIRST FLIGHT. “

4.Compose a small poem on topic “PEACE / PROSPERITY.
“
5.Imagine yourself as the co- Ordinator of your school.
Based on your understanding with the context prepare a
speech on the occasion of “WORLD ANIMAL DAY.”
6. Explain the poetic devices: a) Simile
b) Metaphor
Personification
c) Irony
d) Repetition
e) Hyperbole
f) Allusion
g) Paradox
h) Onomatopoeia

i) Alliteration
j) Anaphora
k) Assonance
m) Consonance
7. Revise the syllabus covered in the class till date.
ODIA
1. କକକକକକ କକକକକକକ କକକକ
Q.no.- 11, 12, 18 କକକକ
2. କକକକକକକକ
Q.no - 13,15,16 କକକକ
3. Project - Baakya Rupantar
HINDI
1. କକକକ କକ କକକକ କକ କକକ କକକକ କକକ କକକକ
କକକକକକ କକକକକ କକ କକକ କକକକ
2-କକକକ କକକକ କକକକ କକକକକକ , କକକକକ କକକକକ
କକକକକକ କକକକକ କକ କକକକକ କକ କକକକକ କକକକ କକ
କକକ କକ କକକକ କକକକକକକ କକ କକକକକ
3-କକକକକକ କକକ କକକକକକ କକକକ କକ କକ କକକକ କକ କକ
କକକକକକକକ କକକକକ କ
4- କକକକକକକକ କକ କକକକକ କକ କକକକକକକ କକ କକକ
କକକକକକ କକକକ କକକକକ କକକକ କକକ କକକକକ କ
5-କକକକ କକକକ କକକ /କକକକ କକକ କକକକକକକକକ କକକ
କକକକ କକ /କକକକ କକକ କକକକ କକକକକ କକକକକ କକ
କକକକକ କକକ କକକ କକ କକକକ କକକକକକ
MATHS

SCIENCE
Make a PPT on utility of cellular respiration.
Do all the exercise questions of the chapter chemical
reaction and equation.
Practice the diagram of digestive system and respiratory
system.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
History Ch-1
*Read ch-1
* Explain the terms
1.Nationalism
2.Absolutist
3.Utopian
4.Nation-state 5.Plebiscite
6.Conservatism
7.Romanticism
8.Allegory
9.Imperialism
* Imagine you are a weaver who saw the events of the Silesian
weavers uprising as they unfolded.You are also a victim of it.
Write a report on what you saw.
*Interprete the cartoon of Pg.no-11(Fig.6)
Democratic Politics

Ch-1
*Explain the terms
1.Ethnic
2.Flemish
3.Disparity
4.Unilateral
5.Civil war
6.Prudential
7.Tyranny
8.Checks and balances
9.Majoritarianism
* Explain about the conclusion which derived from the Two cases
of Belgium and Sri Lanka.
* Evaluate the power sharing system in India
Geography
Ch-1
* Explain the terms
1. Exclusive Economic Zone
2. Know-how
3. Exhaustibility
4. Resources
* "India is reach in certain types of resources,but efficient in
some other resources". Support your answer with examples.
Economic
Ch-1
* Write Developmental Goals of Different Categories of Persons
(pg.no-4)

**********

